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ABSTRACT
The increasing demand for fashion accessories composes the Indian fashion market together
motivating and profitable. For the universal fashion industry, India is a very large exporter of
fabrics and accessories. India's strengths not simply depend on its convention, but moreover in
its raw materials. World over, India is the third biggest manufacturer of cotton, the second
biggest manufacturer of silk and the fifth biggest manufacturer of artificial fibres, apart from
having cheaper skilful work force. The fashion business is a multi-billion dollar worldwide
undertaking gave to the matter of making and offering garments. This review paper is about how
it has developed and what are challenges that have to be focused by the stakeholders in the
fashion and apparel industry. This paper focuses on the trends in Indian Fashion and Apparel
sector, Preparedness of Indian business people in these fast emerging changes in fashion and
apparel sector, strengths and weaknesses of the fashion and apparel industry in India.
Keywords: Fashion, Apparel, Trends, Challenges
INTRODUCTION
Personal stylist Jill Marinelli states, ―Every

and veils weaknesses. These consistently

dress decision are inside persuaded and can

changing design directs never take into

be broke down to uncover the internal

account a solid distinguishing proof of your

identity. Patterns pursuing is frequently

look, your inclination, and at last the

spurred from a want to fit in, feel current,

message you need to advance on the planet‖
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(Baumgartner, 2012). The share of apparel

ability to focus time. At last fashion industry

sector in Indian retail market is 8%,

has a possibility of colossal economic

matching to a value of USD 40 billion. In

development both in India and abroad. The

addition to fashion apparel, the increasing

unwinding

demand for fashion accessories composes

administrative controls on FDI has added to

the

together

the development of the fashion and apparel

motivating and profitable. For the universal

industry. The rises of shopping malls are

fashion industry, India is a very large

likewise expanding quickly in all part of

exporter of fabrics and accessories. India's

India. Change in buyer behaviour towards

strengths

its

shopping and way of life, development in

raw

pay levels, and rising new age clients are

materials. World over, India is the third

supporting the development of fashion and

biggest manufacturer of cotton, the second

apparel

biggest manufacturer of silk and the fifth

development of sorted out retailing the

biggest manufacturer of artificial fibres,

fashion industry is creating at excited pace

apart from having cheaper skilful work

with Indian and in addition worldwide

force. India affords these fabrics to the

brands in the metro urban areas as well as in

worldwide fashion houses at reasonable

littler towns. The apparel and textile

prices with shorter lead time and an efficient

industry is India's biggest offering fragments

monopoly

Indian

fashion

not

simply

convention, but

in

market

depend

on

moreover in

sector

the

in

Government

India.

With

on

the

which

covers

of the retailing sector. Apparel Industry has

embroidery.

Indian

turned into a way of life mark having

garments adornment with bead work is a

sections attire as well as yet in addition

further area which is in demand in the global

fashion

market.

excellence, watches, and so forth. Many

convoluted

designs

its

by

hand

embellishments,

jewelleries,

might argue that fashion is a luxury and
The rising patterns in the fashion and
apparel

sector

helps

the

economic

development in India. Indian apparel sector
is expanding in an excited pace in a limited

critics wonder why it’s even significant,
being as the majority of the world cannot
even afford authentic couture. The way one
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desires to dress is a reflection of their truest

worldwide undertaking gave to the matter of

self.

making and offering garments. A few
eyewitnesses recognize the form business

Anna Wintour, editor in chief of Vogue
magazine, once said, ―In the same way that
most individuals who respect a Picasso will
never have the capacity to get one, the larger
part of individuals who pine for a famous
Chanel suit will never feel that fleece
against their skin. By and by, much as one
can even now value Picasso's pieces and his
priceless commitments to the workmanship
world as prime supporter of the cubist
development, one can at present take a
gander at early Chanel outlines and perceive
how subjects of ladies' strengthening and
movement were showed in the plans‖
(LaGrave, 2012). In a clinical analysis of
New York Fashion week, psychologist Dr.

which makes high design and the attire
business which makes common garments,
yet later the limits between them had
obscured. Design is best characterized just
as the style or styles of dress and
embellishments worn at any given time by
gatherings of individuals." (Steel and Major,
2013). It is clear today that the apparel
business assumes an expansive part in the
public eye. Individuals utilize form as a
mean's of articulation and a wellspring of
self-character. This review paper is about
how it has developed and what are
challenges that have to be focused by the
stakeholders in the fashion and apparel
industry.

Jennifer Baumgartner noted that the brain
loves new things, especially trends because

KEY TRENDS IN INDIAN FASHION

they are quick flashes of novelty. Much like

AND APPAREL SECTOR

repainting a room, or buying new furniture,
the purchase of a new, trendy item allows
for reinvention and the purchase of a
wearable trendy item allows for selfreinvention (Baumgartner, 2012).

According to Moye and Kincade (2003), the
event for which an apparel thing is
purchased

influences

the

buyer's

significance rating of the store condition and
there were higher desires for nature of a

As per the Encyclopedia Britannica, "the

store offering formal merchandize than a

fashion business is a multi-billion dollar

store offering easygoing merchandize.
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Bhamra, Heeley and Tyler (1998) depict

apparel stores took after by markets. The

'ordinary

item

paper additionally specifies that expanding

improvement in material and attire industry

number of atomic families, working ladies,

have been portrayed by practical autonomy.

more noteworthy work weight and expanded

Every member adds to the procedure

driving time; accommodation has turned

successively. To cite Panthaki (2015), the

into a need for Indian customers. Every one

material industry in India is imperative to

of these perspectives offer an incredible

the economy of the nation as it adds to more

business open door for sorted out retailers in

than 6% of the GDP to India and procures

the nation. In this contemporary universe of

18% of the aggregate remote trade income

fashion, where dressing is an intense type of

of the nation. Paromita Goswami (2015)

articulation, an ever increasing number of

directed an investigation on how undergrads

youths are embracing "character enlivened

in urban territories looked for apparels. The

stock" by wearing their top choices toon and

elements explored for the investigation were

comic characters on their T-shirts (Apparel

mark cognizant and required assortment and

Online, 2016).

ways

to

deal

with

best quality for their apparel buy. Besides,
guardians impact their buy conduct the
most, trailed by peer store endorsement,
companions' impact and associate item
impact.

There may appear to be a generous hole
between the costly, select high fashion of
New York and Paris and the mass-delivered
easygoing wear sold in strip malls of the
suburbs in any case, all ranges of the fashion

Dr. Biradar et.al. (2014) in their article

industry

consolidate

similar

ideas

of

called attention to that the composed retail

"outline,

producing,

sector is enlisting enormous development

showcasing,

retailing,

fuelled by the released spending energy of

advancement of a wide range of apparel

new age clients who have extensive extra

(men's, women's, and children's) from the

cash and readiness to have new shopping

most tenuous and costly high fashion

knowledge. It is underlined that India's best

(actually, 'high sewing') and creator fashions

retailers are generally way of life, attire and

to customary regular attire—from couture

conveyance,
publicizing,

and
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ball outfits to Juicy Couture-mark warm up

U.S. firms as India ventures into an all the

pants" (Steel and Major, 2013). To show the

more free and straightforward exchange

weight the fashion industry holds in the

administration.

present domain, in 2016, the world garments
and material industry came to practically
$2,560 trillion and the ladies' wear sector
alone is required to pass $621 billion by
2014 (Breyer). In exclusively one year, the
United States burned through $250 Billion
on fashion utilization (Fashion Industry
Statistics). These gigantic dollar sums
express how huge of a part the fashion
industry plays into the utilization examples

Verma (2001) in his article underlined on
the effect on the Indian material and
garments industry after quantity disposal. It
says that Indian material and dress exporters
need to get essential changes in their
strategies for generation, administration
style,

limits,

abilities

and

efficiency level keeping in mind the end
goal to stay focused in universal market.
Additionally

of individuals around the globe.

advertising

it

put

extraordinary

accentuation on the span of Indian material
INDIA’S PREPAREDNESS IN THESE

units when contrasted with its partner in

FAST

China.

EMERGING

CHANGES

IN

FASHION AND APPAREL SECTOR
Meenakshi (2003) did a far reaching study
Simpson and Shetty (2001) did a huge report

on the open doors that would be given by

on India's material industry. The motivation

WTO to Indian Textile industry. This paper

behind investigation is to examine India's

gives a great deal accentuation on new limit

material and apparel industry, its basic

establishment to take the advantages without

issues, showcase get to hindrances, and

limitations degree in India must be a

estimations taken by administration of India

genuine gainer in rivalry to different

to upgrade the industry's intensity in the post

countries. Since India's own utilization per

– Multi Fiber Agreement (MFA) period. The

capita is additionally on the ascent with the

examination additionally surveys India's

ascent of wage and utilization propensities,

material and apparel showcase potential and

the overall revenues accessible to Indian

exchange and speculation open doors for

material and garments makers will be more.
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In any case, in send out market, the costs

outline, shading and styling inputs. Chandra

will be driven by universal factors and

(2013) in his article composed on challenges

benefits will be under weight. So the

in front of Indian material and attire industry

exporters may need to go for procedure of

in post portion administration. It put

fractional fares and halfway local deal.

extraordinary accentuation on generation

Vivek (2004) in his article had said that JC

abilities and efficiencies as most basic

Penny a main retail chain of US looks India

components to battle worldwide rivalry. It

for sourcing its pieces of clothing in woven

proposes different vital choices Indian

and hosiery. He is of feeling that India will

material makers need to make to survive the

satisfy its significant need of Hosiery and

aggressiveness

woven articles of clothing in cotton while

administration. Pandey (2013) in his article

China will be useful for engineered textures

expected that Indian material exporter would

and its pieces of clothing. Chugan (2005)

be profited with standard end. It talks about

stressed that Indian material Industry needs

on different sectors of material and apparel.

to change to be more focused over the long

Likewise he expects that hosiery industry

haul. This paper underlines that simply cost

will be one of the gainer and little scale

skill isn't sufficient to keep up the lead while

exporters will be more focused because of

Indian

little size and controlled cost and lower

companied

needs

to

have

a

in

post

amount

worldwide focused view.

overheads.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF

Trivedi (2015) in his article presumed that

THE

the material is one sector where India has

FASHION

AND

APPAREL

high aspirations and can accomplish strong

INDUSTRY IN INDIA

development
As indicated by Koshy (2010), fashion
articles
inventive

of

clothing
textures

are separated by
and/or

considerable

utilization of trims, embellishments and/or
nearness of high level of craftsmanship as
globule,

sequin

work

and/or

complex

through

direct

human

aptitudes. India has talented work and
improves the situation in this sector when
contrasted with others. This will likewise
build the work and the social structure will
be in an ideal situation. As per Kunz and
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Garner (2017), the material and the apparel

forward articulation in the 80s is presently a

business gives work to more than some

general pattern that has moved toward

other business portion, specifically giving a

becoming

job to a huge number of individuals,

flexible fashions are the fashion world's

incorporating 37 million people in India

most recent fixation (Apparel Online, 2016).

alone.

Considered as one of the biggest work

standard

fashion

and

these

generator, the Indian material industry gives
As rivalry and weight on overall revenue
develop, fashion makers are looking more
extensive for motivation on the best way to
keep up an aggressive business (The Indian
Textile Journal, 2016). Fashion today isn't
limited to adults, however kids too are

business to individuals engaged with it as
well as to different subordinate sectors like
agribusiness and late study has uncovered
that the material industry contributed twelve
million occupations in the year 2016 (Indian
Textile Journal, 2016).

getting to be fashion cognizant nowadays
particularly
(Apparel

with
Online,

regards
2016).

to

dressing

Fashion

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

has

genuinely turned into a genuine business in
India, as per (Textile Trends, 2016).
According to Amsamani and Punna (2016),
there is presently a buzz in the fashion and
cutting edge ventures about combination of
specialized and shrewd astute usefulness
into textures for attire. With fashion quickly
getting to be „a must haveı for the majority
and innovation assuming an imperative part
in making it suitable to consolidate fashion
components at sensible costs, the retailers
around the globe are additionally grasping
this change. Stockings seen as a fashion

The hum growth of the fashion sector in
India, driven by a remarkable increase in the
growth of GDP and optimistic outlay
attitude, looks like a obsession of the past.
The development anecdote of one of the
biggest promising economies, India, has
requisites stern modification. A growth rate
under

5%,

attached

with

double-digit

inflation, has negatively affected consumer
demand for fashion products and apparels.
Consequently, the Indian fashion sector
consumers has become cautious spenders;
demanding worth for the money spent. In
many situations, the Indian middle-class
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happening to trading-down by changing to

money

and

hence

it

happen

to

be

either garments available at a lesser price-

complicated to evaluate the value. At the

level or to reducing purchase quantities if

same time, designers who are new to the

within the same price level. On the other

business couldn't get appropriate credit to

hand, regardless of the benefits presented in

withstand the revenue gap. Most of them are

India for the fashion and apparel sector,

hired by the big branded people to work in

there are also some demerits that affects the

their studios, thus indenturing their effort

growth of this sector.

with the label of the big designers.
Individual appearance is not an option for

For a successful marketing of a product, the
brand value is more important. In the case of
Indian fashion and apparel industry, there
are no strong brands available when

most of the young designers, because of the
constraint

of

investment,

thus,

those

designer's name fall short to come to the
limelight in the fashion market.

compared other countries. Majority of the
home apparel market is unbranded and also
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